Support Advisories & PCI
Maintaining
payment security
is an important
responsiblity
for restaurant
operators.

Your Responsibility to Keep Informed
If SpeedLine handled your installation,
your new POS has been professionally
installed by a Qualified Integrator and
Reseller (QIR) certified Training and
Installation Specialist. This is required
by PCI SSC for all PA-DSS validated
applications like SpeedLine, and it means
that you’re starting off on the right foot to
safeguard your customer payment information.
But, for your business to be fully PCI compliant, you need to stay informed, and
install security updates to payment and POS software within 30 days of their
announcement. SpeedLine announces security updates by posting them to the
Support Advisories blog.
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Support Advisories
To ensure you are receiving announcements about software updates that can affect
your PCI compliance, restaurant owners or key IT contacts are subscribed to the Support
Advisories mailing list during onboarding.
To subscribe more people at your company, or to view support advisories at any time, visit
the Support Advisories page at https://info.speedlinesolutions.com/supportadvisories.

How to Keep Your Business PCI-Compliant
While purchasing PA-DSS compliant software is a good start, maintaining payment security
is your ongoing responsiblity. As a credit card processing merchant, you are required to
complete an annual self-assessment questionnaire and quarterly network security scans
through a PCI-approved scan vendor to demonstrate compliance.
Keys to PCI compliance include proper network security, careful handling of customer
cardholder data, and the use of only PA-DSS-validated POS and payment processing systems.
For more information, visit:
z The Payment Processing & Security page on the Customer Support site.
z The PCI Security Standards site.

What’s at Stake
If a credit card breach is tracked to your restaurant, and you are unable to demonstrate
PCI compliance, it could cost you more in fines and other penalties than your business can
absorb.
Even without a breach, financial institutions enforce the requirement for an annual
PCI security self-assessment and quarterly network scans, and can levy fines for noncompliance. If your business is found non-compliant, you could lose the ability to accept
credit cards.
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